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Abstract
This paper concerns the stability properties of skew products T x  y  fx  gx  y
in which f X   is an ergodic map of a compact metric spaceX and g  X R
n

R
n
is continuous We assume that the skew product has a negative maximal Lya 
punov exponent in the bre
We study the orbit stability and stability of mixing of T x  y  fx  gx  y
under deterministic and random perturbation of g We show that such systems are
stable in the sense that for any    there is a pairing of orbits of the perturbed
and unperturbed system such that paired orbits stay within a distance  of each
other except for a fraction  of the time
We also show that such systems preserve ergodicity and higher order mix 
ing properties under deterministic perturbation of g and perturbation of g by
iid additive noise Furthermore we show that the invariant measure for the per 
turbed system is continuous in the Hutchinson metric as a function of the size of
the perturbation to g Lipschitz topology and the noise distribution Our results
have applications to the stability of Iterated Function Systems which contract on
average	
  Introduction
In this paper we address various questions to do with the stability of dynamically
invariant subspaces  An obvious and topical application of our results is in the area of
chaotic synchronisation  and its use in communication systems    Consider
for example a dynamical system which has been divided into  parts
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where 
v  w   R
m n
  A simple arrangement for studying chaotic synchronisation is
to force a second system
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with a time dependent input v found by solving equation 
   The dynamical system
consisting of equation 
  and equation 
  is in the form of a skew product  The
interest as far as chaotic synchronisation is concerned is to compare the quantities w

and w
 
  In the simplest situation synchronisation is associated with the existence of
an invariant subspace in the skew product system which is stable in some sense  In this
case the communications engineer has the luxury of having  synchronised 
chaotic
oscillatorsone in the transmitter and one in the receiverwhich can be used to code
and decode information 
More generally dynamically invariant subspaces often arise as a result of symmetries
and in models displaying basin riddling or intermittent behaviour        
They play an organisational role and the dynamics restricted to the invariant subspace
may drastically aect the dynamics of the ambient system  Recently their behaviour
under additive noise has been investigated by several researchers        In
control theory and engineering the situation is often encountered in which the dynamics
of a system restricted to an invariant subspace is an equilibrium state 
synchronous
coupled oscillators are a good example and one is typically interested in the stability
of the system to perturbations 
random or deterministic out of the invariant subspace 
This is certainly true in the case of chaotic synchronisation where in any realistic
communications application the channel transmitting the synchronising signal v would
be distorted or noisy 
To be more specic we shall study skew product systems of the form T 
x  y 	

f
x  g
x  y in which 
f X   is an ergodic map of a compact metric space X and
g  X  R
n
 R
n
is continuous  There are two distinct situations  If the dynamics
is uniformly contracting onto the invariant subspace then large excursions away from
the invariant subspace cannot be induced by perturbing g deterministically or even
randomly by additive noise  However if the contraction is not uniform then arbitrarily
large excursions from the invariant subspace are possible  Furthermore attractors for
the skew product system will not in general be continuous in the Hausdor metric as
a function of the perturbation  This contrasts with the uniformly contracting situation
where it is easy to show that attractors are continuous in the Hausdor metric see for
example  Theorem   page  
In the nonuniform casewhere there is contraction on average   
that
is a negative maximal Lyapunov exponent in the bre see Section  for a precise
denitionless is known about the stability of the dynamics under additive noise 
Arnold and Crauel have shown the stability in the weak topology of invariant measures
for such systems in the case that g
x  y is an ane mapping   In the context of
chaotic synchronisation we might suppose that continuity of the attractor is necessary
to ensure that the chaotic oscillator at the transmitter and its synchronised analogue
at the receiver are close given that the communication channel introduces small dis
tortions and weak noise  In fact we shall show that this condition is not essential 
In this paper we show that if the function g of a skew product T 
x  y 	 
f
x  g
x  y
which has a negative maximal Lyapunov exponent in the bre is perturbed to another
function g suciently close in the Lipschitz topology then the resulting skew product

T 
x  y 	 
f
x  g
x  y preserves the mixing properties 
ergodicity strong mixing
Bernoulliness of T 
x  y 
which are those of the base transformation  Similarly if
T 
x  y 	 
f
x  g
x  y is perturbed by i i d  additive noise in the ber then the mix
ing properties of the base transformation are inherited by the skewproduct  In these
cases 
and in the more general case where the noise is not assumed i i d   given   
if the level of perturbation is suciently small then the orbits of the perturbed and
unperturbed systems stay within  of each other except for at most a fraction  of the
time  In general if

f is a perturbed map of f  we say that the orbits of the perturbed

and unperturbed maps stay within  of each other except for at most a fraction  of
the time if
lim
N

N
fk  jf
k

x

f
k

xj      k  Ng  
Our work is related to that of Campbell Davies and Stark  Stark has investigated
the existence and regularity properties of invariant graphs for skewproducts in the
papers   and has uncovered interesting implications of such regularity for such
phenomena as strange nonchaotic attractors  In particular we have used certain results
in  Section  in an essential way  Campbell and Davies  also have related results
on the ergodic properties of attracting graphs and stability results for such graphs
under deterministic perturbations  Campbell  considers the eect of noise in the
slaved subsystem in a skew product system and obtains 
under additional assumptions
bounds on the asymptotic size of the noise in terms of the behaviour of the forcing
system  In particular Theorem   removes the assumption of Campbell on the existence
of an absorbing set and in addition proves continuity of the invariant measure for the
perturbed process in the Hutchinson metric as a function of the noise distribution  We
also extend the continuity results of Arnold and Crauel  to the case of maps g
x  y
which are not ane 
Elton  has related results in a dierent context  He considered a stationary
ergodic sequence fF
n
g of Lipschitz maps of a metric space X into itself having almost
surely a negative Lyapunov exponent 
which he calls contraction on average and
showed that the composition F
n
F

x converges in distribution to a stationary ergodic
process in X independently of x  Related results are described in     Theorem
  shows that such Iterated Function Systems 
IFS have invariant measures which
are continuous in the Hutchinson metric to deterministic perturbations to the maps F
n
in the Lipschitz metric or to random perturbations by additive i i d  noise in the bre 
In the uniformly contracting case this is implied by  Theorem   page   We
generalise this result to the case of nonuniform contraction 
We establish notation and provide some background information in section   The
main results of this paper are stated in the theorems of section  and section   Ap
plications to IFS are given in section   The proofs are given in section  
 Background and notation
Let 
M d be a locally compact separable metric space and let P 
M be the set of Borel
probability measures onM   We let L
M denote the set of realvalued continuous maps
 on M satisfying sup
xM
j
xj   and j
x  
yj  d
x  y for all x  y  M   We
will dene the Hutchinson metric d
H
 page  on P 
M by
d
H

   	 supf
Z
M
d 
Z
M
d     L
Mg
This gives the same topology on the P 
M as the weak topology 
Remark   In Barnsley   page  the Hutchinson metric is dened for compact
metric spaces 
M d To extend the denition to noncompact M we require in essence
that  be uniformly continuous and bounded
Let X be a metric space equipped with a Borel measure  and suppose that f 
X  X is a continuous map ergodic with respect to   We call 
f X   a dynamical

system 
in this paper X will usually be a compact metric space X  Let Leb denote
Lebesgue measure on R
n
and let Lip
R
n
 R
n
 denote the set of Lipschitz maps from
R
n
to R
n
  Let g
x     Lip
R
n
 R
n
 for each x   X and suppose g is continuous in
both variables x  y and Lipschitz in y 
Dene the skew product
T 
x  y 	 
f
x  g
x  y 
 
On the space of maps fg
x  g g
x     Lip
R
n
 R
n
 we dene the function jjjj by
jjg
x  jj 	 sup
y y
 
jg
x  y g
x  y
 
j
jy  y
 
j
and we put the metric
d
m

g
x

    g
x

   	 jjg
x

   g
x

  jj sup
yR
n
jg
x

  y g
x

  yj
Dene g
n

x  y by T
n

x  y 	 
f
n

x  g
n

x  y and assume that
lim
n

n
log jjg
n

x  jj 
 
exists for  a e  x   X  This condition is satised if for example log
 
jjg
x  jj  
L


X   Theorem   
Since 
f X   is assumed ergodic if equation   holds then there exists  such
that 
x 	  for  a e  x   X  We call  the maximal Lyapunov exponent in the bre

with respect to   We will say that the skewproduct is weakly	stable if
lim
n

n
log jjg
n

x  jj 	    
 
for  a e  x   X 
For each x the family of functions fa
n
g dened by a
n

x 	 jjg
f
n
x  jj is subaddit
ive since a
n l

x  a
n

x  a
l

x for all n  l   and hence by  Theorem   page

lim
n

n
log jjg
n

x  jj 	 inf

n
log jjg
n

x  jj
Thus if g satises equation   for some    then given a suciently small   
there exists 	   such that if d
m

g
x    g
x    	 for  a e  x   X then
lim
n

n
log jjg
n

x  jj     
for  a e  x   X 
As a consequence of weakstability given    there exists a measurable function
c  X  R
 
such that for  a e  x   X we have
jjg
n

x  jj  c
xe
  n
for all n   
We rst state a useful variant of the FurstenbergKesten Theorem  due to Elton
 

Proposition     
 Prop page 
i Let Y be a complete separable locally compact metric space Let 
F
n
  n   be
a stationary process on an underlying probability space 
 F   P  which takes values in
the space of Lipschitz maps of Y to itself Suppose that E log
 
jF

j   Then there
exists a measurable function     R  fgcalled the Lyapunov exponent with

 
  L


P  such that

n
log jF
n
F

j   as
ii Furthermore if 
F
n
   n  extends 
F
n
  n   into the past then for
all k
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To form the natural extension of 
f X   rst we dene a measure 
 
on the set
X
Z
 
by dening 
 
on nite cylinder sets by 
 

A

A

 A
n
X X  	

A

 f

A

   f
n
A
n
 and then extending the denition of 
 
to X
Z
 
by
Kolmogorovs extension theorem  We now dene a measure  on X
Z
in the following
way  If 
XA
m
A
m 
 A

 A
n
X X is a nite cylinder set
in X
Z
then 
X A
m
A
m 
 A

 A
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X X 	
 

h
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
X A
m
A
m 
 A

 A
n
X  X where h is the shift map and
k is any positive integer larger than m  It is easy to check that  is well dened on
cylinder sets and extends uniquely to a measure on X
Z

see Kellers book  Section
  for an elegant exposition   
The natural extension of 
f X   is the dynamical system 
h H   where H 	 X
Z
and consists of biinnite sequences of the form 
  x
n
  x

  x

  x

  x

  x

    x
n
  
together with the invertible shift transformation h
x
i
 	 
x
i 
  If 
X  d is compact
then we dene the metric d
e


x
i
  
x
 
i
 	
P

i
dx
i
x
 
i


n
on H  We dene the projection
 

 H  X by  


w 	 x

  From the denition of  it follows that  	 


	   The
maps h and h

are ergodic with respect to  and h is a homeomorphism with respect
to d
e
 
As a consequence of the modied Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem 
Proposition
  for  a e  w   H there exists a C
w such that
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h
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One of the most important results which we shall use is the following proposition
which shows that there are natural attractors in weaklystable skew products  It is
found in  and in a dierent guise in the work of    Campbell and Davies
call the function ! of the following proposition an inertial function 
Proposition     Theorem 
   Theorem  Assume 
f X   is invertible
and the skew product 
x  y  
f
x  g
x  y satises equation  Then there is
a measurable function !  X  R
n
such that " the graph of ! is invariant under
T  T 
x !
x 	 
f
x !
f
x The graph " which may not be compact is the
support of an invariant measure # and 
T " # is ergodic strong mixing Bernoulli
if 
f X   is ergodic strong mixing Bernoulli Furthermore " is attracting in the
sense that for  ae x   X lim
n
j 
y
"  
y
T
n

x  yj 	  for every y   R
n


Corollary   If 
f X   is not invertible then an easy argument shows that the
conclusions of Proposition  apply to the skew product with the natural extension

h 

X  m of 
f X   as the base transformation instead of 
f X   There is a meas	
urable function ! 

X  R
n
such that " the graph of ! is invariant under h The
graph " which may not be compact is attracting and is the support of an invariant
measure # and is ergodic mixing Bernoulli if 
h H   is ergodic mixing Bernoulli
  The structure of the invariant graph
It is a natural question to ask what regularity properties the invariant graph of Pro
position   possesses  Jaroslav Stark has interesting results on the regularity of such
graphs in the case of uniform contraction   These results have applications to the
study of strange nonchaotic attractors  In the case of nonuniform contraction little can
be claimed beyond the measurability of !  We now give an example in which the base
transformation is an analytic dieomorphism and the function g
x  y is smooth yet the
map !  X  R
n
of Proposition   is not even integrable with respect to  
Example   Suppose 
f X   is the Arnold Cat map ie the hyperbolic automorph	
ism
 
 
 

of the two	dimensional torus which has Lebesgue measure on T

as an invariant meas	
ure We consider T

to be       with opposite sides identied The origin 
  
is a xed point For small   	   we dene g
x  y 	 y   for d
x  
    	 and
g
x  y 	 

y   for x such that d
x  
    	 We dene g
x  y smoothly as a
function of x in the region 	  d
x  
    	 so that
gxy
y
  If 	 is suciently
small then this dynamical system has a negative maximal Lyapunov exponent and hence
an invariant attracting graph given by a function !  T

 R Since the graph is in	
variant !
x   for all x and so !
x  
n
 if x   A
n 	 fx  d
f
j
x  
    	  j 	
      ng The set A
n has measure greater than 	
n
where  	
p
	 

is the max	
imal eigenvalue of f  For any n
R
T

!
xdx 
R
An

n
  


 

n
	 Thus !  T

 R
is not integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure Note that this nonintegrability is
persistent under small Lipschitz perturbations of g
x  y
It is clear that in general we cannot hope for stability of attractors " in the Hausdor
metric if the contraction in the bre is not uniform 
 Deterministic perturbations
Suppose that T 
x  y 	 
f
x  g
x  y satises equation    We now consider the
eect of perturbing g
x   in the metric d
m
  As we have discussed if d
m

g
x    g
x  
is suciently small for  a e  x   X then

T 
x  y 	 
f
x  g
x  y also satises
equation   and hence the conclusions of Proposition   hold  We denote the invariant
graph and invariant measure on the graph for

T 
x  y 	 
f
x  g
x  y by

" and

#
respectively 

Theorem  Suppose T 
x  y 	 
f
x  g
x  y satises equation  Let   
Then there exists 	   such that if d
m

g
x    g
x    	 for  ae x   X then for
 ae x   X for all y   R
n
d
T
n

x  y 

T
n

x  y  
except for at most a fraction  of times n
Furthermore d
H

# 

#   Hutchinson metric
Remark   If the base transformation 
f X   is uniquely ergodic then the conclu	
sion of Theorem 
 may be strengthened to d
T
n

x  y 

T
n

x  y   for all n
 Random perturbations
In this section we consider random perturbations of systems of form   by additive
noise taking values in the ber R
n
 
Suppose we perturb the system in the bre by bounded i i d  noise 
not necessarily
mean zero so that

x  y 
f
x  g
x  y 
f
x  g
x  y  

where 
 comes from a bounded i i d  noise process taking values in a compact set $
which may be discrete or contain open sets 
The noise process is modelled in the usual way  Suppose that $ 
 R
n
is the
compact support of a probability measure 
 
which gives the distribution of the noise 
Let s 	 max
x

jxj 
We equip   $
Z
with the product topology and the product measure  induced
from 
 
  We form the Bernoulli shift
S     S


n
	 

n 

The transformation F  
f  S  X    X   is ergodic with respect to the
measure   since 
f X   is ergodic and 
S    is a Bernoulli shift 
Finally we dene
G
x  
  y 	 
f
x  S
  g
x  y  


 
 
Let  
x

x  
  y 	 x denote the projection onto the xcomponent and similarly let
 
y
denote the projection onto the R
n
component  Let  
x  
  y 	 
x  y denote the
projection onto the X and R
n
components 
We write the system given by equation   as G
w  y 	 
F 
w  %g
w  y where
w 	 
x  
 F 
w 	 
fx  S
 is a continuous map of the compact metric space X  
and %g
w  y 	 g
x  y  


 
As a modication of proposition   we have the following description of the per
turbed dynamics 
Corollary  to prop   There is a function !  X   R
n
such that " the
graph of ! is invariant under G G
w !
w 	 
F 
w !
F 
w The graph " which
may not be compact is the support of an invariant measure # and 
G " # is ergodic
strong mixing Bernoulli if 
f X   is ergodic strong mixing Bernoulli Further	
more " is attracting in the sense that for  ae w   X lim
n
j 
y
"  
y
G
n

w  yj 	
 for every y   R
n


Corollary   If $ has a non	empty interior then for  ae x "
x
 the bre which
projects to fxg will contain sets of positive Lebesgue measure   Proposition 

Corollary  There exists a unique positive Borel measure K on X R
n
such that
for any continuous   X R
n
 R for  Leb ae 
x  y   X R
n

lim
n

n
n
X
i
 	 
G
n

x  
  y 	
Z
XR
n
dK
with probability one
For a xed map T 
x  y 	 
f
x  g
x  y arising from an ergodic base transformation

f X   and cocycle g we call # of Corollary   the stochastic measure associated to
 
Theorem  Let  be a compactly supported Borel measure on R
n
and which determ	
ines the distribution of the noise process ie the random variables 

i
take values in the
set $ 	Support
 Given    there exists 	   such that if d
H

    	 then

#
the stochastic measure corresponding to  satises d
H

# 

#  
Remark  Thus there is continuity of averaged observables as a function of the noise
distribution
We now relax the assumption that the noise process is i i d  or even stationary  In
this context we have the following result 
Theorem  Suppose 
x  y 
f
x  g
x  y satises equation  Let    Then
there exists 	   such that if max
s

jsj  	 then for  ae x   X for all y   R
n

for all 
   $
Z
d
T
n

x  y  G
n

x  
  y  
except for at most a fraction  of times n
 An application to IFS
We brie&y give an application of these ideas to IFS  Further results related to stochastic
bifurcation theory will be given in a forthcoming paper 
 Iterated Function Systems
Suppose fF

    F
n
g is a set of Lipschitz maps of R
n
with the map F
i
having Lipschitz
constant C
i
  We form the IFS 
F

    F
n
 p

    p
n
 by choosing F
i
with probability p
i


P
n
i
p
i
	   Assume we have 'contraction on average i e 
n
X
i
p
i
log jC
i
j  
This system is a skewproduct whose base transformation is the Bernoulli shift

Sw

	 w

on   f    ng
Z
with the product measure  induced on cylinder sets

from the measure 
 

i 	 p
i
i e  the skewproduct T 
w  y 	 
Sw F
w


y where
w    y   R
n
and 
S    is Bernoulli 
Contraction on average implies weakstability of the skewproduct so there exists
an invariant attracting set " which has an invariant measure # and " is the graph of a
function ! of  	 f    ng
Z
  Thus " has form 
w !
w  Suppose now that we per
turb F
i
to

F
i
 i 	     n to form the perturbed skewproduct

T 
w  y 	 
Sw 

F
w


y 
Theorem  Given    there exists 	   such that if d
m

F
i
 

F
i
  	 for all
i 	     n then for  ae     for all y   R
n
j 
y
T
n

  y  
y

T
n

  yj  
except for at most a fraction  of times n
Furthermore d
H

# 

#  
 Proof of the main theorems
Proof of Theorem  
First we will prove the existence of the graph !  To simplify notation assume that
f is invertible  Note that if f is ergodic and invertible then f

is also ergodic  Hence
f

is ergodic with respect to  and has the same spectrum of Lyapunov exponents in
the bre by    Thus if we dene

n

x  y 	 g
n

f
n
x  y
then
lim
n

n
log k
n

x  k 	   
for  a e  x   X  Hence given    for  a e  x   X l
x   N such that
k
n

x  k  e
n  
n  l
x
Thus given    for  a e  x   X there exists c
x   N such that
k
n

x  k  c
xe
n  
n  
We will use this fact to show that for xed y   R
n
for  a e  x   X f
l

x  yg is a
Cauchy sequence  Let
K
y 	 sup
xX
jy  g
x  yj
and note that for y xed K
y is nite as X is compact and g continuous  Given any

 
  choose l


x suciently large that
K
yc
x

X
jl

x
e
j  
 
 
Then if m  l  l


x
j
m

x  y 
l

x  yj  K
y

X
jl
k
j

x  k

 K
yc
x

X
jl
e
j  
 
 

To see this note that
j
m

x  y 
l

x  yj 	 j
m

x  y 
m

x  y  	 	 	 
l 

x  y 
l

x  yj
Note that applying T once to 
f
k
x  y gives T 
f
k
x  y 	 
f
k
x  g
f
k
x  y 
Thus 
k

x  y  
k

x  y 	 
k

x  g
f
k
x  y 
k

x  y  As a result
j
k

x  y 
k

x  yj  jj
k

x  jjjy  g
f
k
x  yj
Hence
j
m

x  y 
l

x  yj  j
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x  y 
m

x  yj 	 	 	 j
l 

x  y 
l

x  yj
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X
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j
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j

x  yj

m
X
jl 
k
j

x  kjy  g
f
j
x  yj


X
jl 
k
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x  kK
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Thus
j
m

x  y 
l

x  yj  K
y

X
jl 
k
j

x  k
 K
yc
x

X
jl 
e
j  
	 K
yc
x

X
jl
e
j  
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 
as l  l


x  Thus f
m

x  yg is a Cauchy sequence for every y   R
n
 
Dene
!
x 	 lim
m
f
m

x  g
Note that each 
m

x   is continuous 
as x varies and hence measurable  As the limit
of a sequence of measurable functions is measurable ! is measurable  Now since
T 
x  
l

x   	 
f
x  
l 

f
x  
we see that
T 
x !
x 	 
f
x !
f
x
and hence " the graph of ! is invariant under T   Furthermore by construction
lim
m
jg
m

x  y g
m

x  j 	 
for all y   R
n
 so " is an attracting invariant set  This is because
jg
m

x  y g
m

x  j  kg
m

x  kjyj

and kg
m

x  k   as m    It also follows easily that " attracts orbits asymptot
ically at an exponential rate 
The mixing properties of the base transformation 
f X   lift to the transformation

T " # when # 	   
Id !

where Id
x 	 x is the identity mapping on X 
If f is not invertible then an argument involving the natural extension yields Corol
lary   with no essential modication to the proof though the notation is more cum
bersome  Given 
f X   we form the natural extension 
h H   and dene g
x  y 	
g
x

  y where x 	 
x
i
   H  g
x  y is continuous in x with respect to the d
e
metric and
Lipschitz in y  The skew product system

T 
x  y 	 
h
x  g
y satises equation  
and the argument proceeds exactly as that given above in which f was assumed invert
ible 
We now continue with the proof of Theorem   under the assumption that f is
invertible  Let     We have already seen that for any      for  a e  x   X
l
x  N such that
k
n

x  k  e
n  
n  l
x
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K
n 	 fx   X  k
l

x  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l  ng
Note that lim
n

K
n 	   So given any    there exists N   N such that

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     Fix N with this property and choose 	   such that
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N
X
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
X
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e
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A crucial observation is that

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 	 
n

x  g
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Thus
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
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Using the above and proceeding inductively we nd that
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Now if x   K
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 taking the limit of both sides gives
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i e  j!
x

!
xj    Note that this holds on a set of measure at least  
the measure
of K
N so by ergodicity and the fact that " is attracting jT
n

x  y 

T
n

x  yj  
for all but at most a fraction  of times n 
Suppose now that    L
M then by ergodicity and the fact that " is attracting
for  a e  x for all y   R
n
lim
n
n
X
j

T
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n
X
j

T
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Since jT
n

x  y

T
n

x  yj   for all but at most a fraction  of times n we see that
lim
n
n
X
j
j
T
j

x  y 


T
j

x  yj
is less than  for all    L
M and hence d
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
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This implies the theorem in the case that f is invertible  If 
f X   is not invertible
we form the natural extension 
h H   and repeat the argument above with the natural
extension as the base transformation and bre map g
x  y 	 g
x

  y  The supposition
that d
m

g
x    g
x    	 for  a e  x implies that the corresponding maps g
x  

g
x   satisfy d
m

g
x   

g
x    	 for  a e  x  Dene T
h

x  y 	 
h
x  g
x  y
and similarly

T
h

x  y 	 
h
x 

g
x  y  The same proof given above shows that if 	
is suciently small then for  a e  x d
T
n
h

x  y 

T
h
n

x  y   except for at most a
fraction  of times n  As a consequence of the denition of T
h
and the measure  this
implies Theorem   in the case that 
f X   is not invertible 
To prove Corollary   note that i i d  additive noise in the bre will not aect the
fact that the system has a negative maximal Lyapunov exponent in the bre when the
system is written as a skew product over the dynamical system F 	 
fS  X
X   with invariant measure   if the unperturbed skew product mapping T had
a negative maximal Lyapunov exponent in the bre  Since 
S    is a Bernoulli
dynamical system 
G " # is ergodic 
strong mixing Bernoulli if 
f X   is ergodic

strong mixing Bernoulli 
The proof of Theorem   and Theorem   proceed in the same way with the base
transformationG
  y 	 
F 
  %g
  y being used instead of f   Theorem   is proved
by noting that the perturbed system

T 
  y 	 
S 

F



y also possesses an invariant
graph

!    R
n
if 	 is suciently small  By writing

F
i
	 F
i
 


F
i
 F
i
 we may
use Theorem   to conclude that if 	   is suciently small then j

!
 !
j  
except for a set of     of measure at most   The same arguments used in the proof
of Theorem   then yield the conclusions of Theorem   
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